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Abstract: In recent years, the broad utilization of high-throughput experimental techniques resulted in a vast amount of
expression and interaction data, accompanied by information on metabolic, cell signaling and gene regulatory pathways
accumulated in the literature and databases. Thus, one of the major goals of modern bioinformatics is to process and
integrate heterogeneous biological data to provide an insight into the inner workings of a cell governed by complex
interaction networks.
The paper reviews the current development of semantic network (SN) technologies and their applications to the
integration of genomic and proteomic data. We also elaborate on our own work that applies a semantic network approach
to modeling complex cell signaling pathways and simulating the cause-effect of molecular interactions in human
macrophages.
The review is concluded with a discussion of the prospective use of semantic networks in bioinformatics practice as an
efficient and general language for data integration, knowledge representation and inference.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Current State of Biological Data
Recent progress in high-throughput genomics and
proteomics has resulted in large volumes of data on protein
expression, activation and interactions. One of the major
challenges of the modern bioinformatics research is to not
only store but also process and integrate biological data to
understand the inner workings of cells governed by complex
interaction networks.
The diverse biological data on intracellular processes can
be conventionally classified into five major groups:
sequences of genes and proteins, their expression levels,
protein structures, molecular interactions and higher-level
cellular functions. For instance, genomic sequences of over
400 organisms determined to date are stored in
organism-specific databases such as FlyBase [1], the
Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) [2] and the Mouse
Genome Database (MGD) [3] and in centralized general
resources such as Genbank [4]. In addition, protein databases
like UniProt [5] archive protein-related information extracted
from research articles.
Currently gene expression data are generated at an
increasing speed, as can be assessed from the recent progress
in the employment of microarray technology [6].
Furthermore the emerging protein-chip technologies [7-9]
are expected to permit the large-scale measurement of
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protein expression levels. In addition, over 30,000 protein
structures have been experimentally determined by X-ray
diffraction and NMR. The corresponding structural data are
stored in databases such as Protein Data Bank [10] and
represent invaluable sources for understanding of protein
structures, functions and interactions.
Importantly, the successful use of high-throughput
protein interaction determination techniques such as yeast
two-hybrid [11, 12], affinity purification followed by mass
spectrometry [13, 14], and phage-display [15, 16] has shifted
research focus from a single gene/ protein to more coherent
network perspectives. Large-scale protein interaction data
are currently available for a number of organisms including
Helicobacter
pylori,
Saccharomyces
cerevisiae,
Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila melanogaster, and
the data are stored in several interaction databases such as
BIND [17], DIP [18], IntAct [19], GRID [20] and MINT [21]
that are all equipped with basic bioinformatics tools for
protein network analysis and visualization.
The content of these databases typically complements the
experimentally determined protein interactions with ones
that are predicted from gene proximity [22, 23], fusion [24,
25] and co-expression data [26-28] as well as those
determined by using phylogenetic profiling [29], interologs
identification [30] or interacting protein domains [31-34].
Some conventional bioinformatics approaches identify
hypothetical interactions between proteins based on their
three-dimensional structures [35, 36] or by applying
text-mining techniques [37-42]. Currently, no single method
is capable of predicting all possible protein interactions, and
hence, such integrative resources as SPRING [43] and
Predictome [44] combine multiple theoretical approaches to
© 2006 Bentham Science Publishers Ltd.
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increase prediction accuracy and coverage. The higher level
databases, such as KEGG [45], MetaCyc [46], Reactome [47],
STKE [48] and TRANSPATH [49] among others, associate
networks of interacting proteins with definite cellular
processes including metabolism, signal transduction and
gene regulation. These resources typically represent
biological information in a form of individual pathway
diagrams summarizing experimental results collected during
years of research on particular cellular function(s).
Although various types of data can be obtained easily
from bioinformatics resources, the majority of biological
information is only present in unstructured formats such as
literature that are difficult to process computationally.
The challenges of Biological Knowledge Representation
The recent developments in experimental methodologies,
computational predictions, database technologies and
methods of network analysis provide unique opportunities
for systemic investigation of complex intracellular processes.
At the same time, the rapid accumulation of genomic and
proteomic data have made two major bioinformatics
problems apparent. The first problem is the lack of
communication between different bioinformatics resources
whether they are databases or individual analysis programs.
Biological data are hierarchical and highly-related (e.g.
genes, transcripts, proteins, intracellular compartments, cells
and organisms), but yet they are conventionally stored
separately in individual databases and in different formats.
Thus, even though these databases are often cross-referenced
and possess modern searching capabilities, there is still no
easy way to handle complex bioinformatics queries requiring
answers from multiple sources. For example, a common
strategy for answering questions such as “Does [protein A]
in [organism A] have a [homologue] in [organism B]?” or
“what is the [cellular response] when [protein A] is
[inhibited] by [chemical B]” requires building an in-house
database to collect data derived from all the relevant sources
(e.g. genomic sequence, protein interaction and small
molecule databases) and parsing the data into proper formats
that are acceptable by different bioinformatics programs (e.g.
sequence alignment, network analysis, visualization and
simulation tools). Such an approach is very time-consuming
and not scalable for other queries of similar nature.
The lack of communication is caused by the second and
more fundamental problem in Bioinformatics, namely
databases simply store and display biological data in static
and often arbitrary tables or pathway diagrams. An automatic
response to the above two questions requires computers to
understand the concepts of each term in square brackets and
the relationships between those concepts. To enable
automatic communication, the specification of such concepts
and relationships needs to be shared among the different
bioinformatics resources, despite their different data formats
or internal synonyms tables.
The problems with representation of biological
knowledge can be illustrated by an analogy with the World
Wide Web. The current plain-text representation of web
pages in an HTML format allows information to be
displayed and searched but, on the other hand, the lack of
knowledge integration and inference mechanisms hinders the
communication between different web services for automatic
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responses to complicated questions whose answers do no
exist in a single web page [50].
The field of bioinformatics requires a common
‘biological language’ that is capable of representing not only
biological data but also the knowledge and logics inherent in
the data [51]. There is a wide range of data integration and
knowledge representation technologies available to date
[52-54], which include relational databases [55],
object-oriented programming approaches [56], description
logics [57], data warehousing tools [58, 59] as well as the
creation of expert - [60], frame - [61, 62], and multiagent
systems [63, 64].
A powerful method that is common to many knowledge
representation approaches is that known as Semantic
Networks (SN). In the next two sections, we present the
theory and features of semantic network approaches and
briefly review recent SN applications that are relevant to the
bioinformatics challenges we faced. We anticipate that
semantic networks can offer the required common
‘biological language’ for establishing communication and
asserting the meaning inherent within bioinformatics data.
2. THEORY
NETWORKS

AND

FEATURES

OF

SEMANTIC

A semantic network (SN) is a graph that expresses
abstract knowledge in a form of nodes that designate
individual concepts, and connecting edges that represent
relationships between the concepts [65-67]. An identity and
behavior of each node is defined by its relationships with
other nodes, and the topology of a semantic network can
represent any type of knowledge describable by natural
languages [67].
As introduced by Charles Peirce [68] semantic networks
are graphic representations of predicate calculus, which
expresses logics in a linear format [52, 67]. A semantic
network system is more computationally effective for
knowledge retrieval and inference than a pure predicate
calculus approach [69], and therefore, this methodology has
influenced many areas of computer sciences including
artificial intelligence, relational database technology and
object-oriented programming, since its first computational
implementation in early 1950's [65, 67]. The general
properties of semantic networks have also been employed by
many logic-based, frame-based or rule-based knowledge
representation systems [70].
SN has several features that make it particularly useful
for integrating biological data. These features include
abilities to easily define inheritance hierarchy between
concepts in a network format, allow economic information
storage and deductive reasoning, represent assertions and
cause-effect through abstract relationships, cluster related
information for fast retrieval, and adapt to new information
by dynamic modification of network structures [52, 67, 69,
70].
An SN example is illustrated on Fig. 1 where five nodes
(referred to as semantic agents) are connected by four pairs
of semantic relationships. Agent [Protein A] has a
relationship {instance of} with [Protein] agent that, in turn,
has the opposite relationship {prototype of} with agent
[Protein A]. Thus, the semantic network expresses that the
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Fig. (1). An example of a semantic network. Characteristics and behaviors of a semantic agent are defined by its relationships with other
agents. Semantic agents are represented as nodes, and relationships are depicted as edges. This semantic network expresses the information
that Protein A and Protein B are instances of a Protein (a prototype), and they are composed of Domain A and Domain B respectively.

[Protein] agent is the ‘prototype’ or ‘parent’ of both [Protein
A] and [Protein B].
The example in Fig. 1 illustrates important types of
relationships in the SN: {prototype/instance} or often
referred to as IS-A relationships, which define the hierarchy
and inheritance transfer between semantic agents. The ability
to specify hierarchy in SN allows common properties to be
stored on a prototype, and the properties are inherited to all
its members. For instance, a property such as “protein has a
three-dimensional structure” only needs to be associated with
the prototypical agent [Protein] in the above example, and
both [Protein A] and [Protein B] will inherit the same
property through the {instance of} relationships with
[Protein]. Therefore, the inheritance hierarchy not only
allows economic storage of biological information in
semantic network systems, but also enables deductive
reasoning from the existing information [67].
In addition to inheritance hierarchy (subsumption), other
types of relationships can be created abstractly within
semantic networks in order to represent assertions or
statements about facts. Fig. 1 illustrates that the
{composed/component} or PART-OF relationship defines
the composition of semantic agents, and thus objects [Protein
A] and [Protein B] are {composed of} their constituent

components: [Domain A] and [Domain B]. Assertions on
various social or physical interactions can be expressed
through relationships such as {is a friend of}, {is a father of},
{binds} or {produces}. When more details are required to
define the interactions, a high-level relationship such as
{produces} is decomposed into a set of low-level agents and
relationships. For instance, Fig. 2 illustrates that a [substrate
A] agent is linked to a [product A] agent by a {produces}
relationship in the first model. In the second model, the
{produces} relationship is replaced by a [chemical reaction]
agent, which connects the [substrate A] agent by a {from}
relationship, and links [product A] via {to}. The [chemical
reaction] agent allows additional properties such as enzymes
and reaction rates to be properly included into the semantic
network. Both models can co-exist in a single semantic
network system since one model does not exclude the other.
Assertional relationships are created among agents with the
established hierarchy in semantic networks. For example,
[substrate A], [product A] and [enzyme] agents in Fig. 2 all
represent instances of [physical objects], while [chemical
reaction] is an instance of [event] agents. Thus, the ability to
create semantic agents and relationships is very useful to
model complex interactions among different components in
biological systems.
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Fig. (2). Assertions are represented by abstract relationships and agents in a semantic network. The figure illustrates two semantic models for
chemical reactions.

Another important feature of SN is the ease and speed to
retrieve information concerning a particular concept. The use
of semantic relationships ensures that related-concepts are
clustered together in a network [70]. For example, protein
synonyms, functional descriptions, coding sequences,
interactions, experimental data or even relevant research
articles can all be represented by semantic agents, each of
which is directly linked to the corresponding protein agent.
Thus, biological information can be retrieved effectively
through simple relationship traversal starting from a query
agent (such as a protein) in the semantic network [69].
The expressive power of semantic networks has been
demonstrated in early artificial intelligence and machine
translation projects as well as analyses in philosophy,
psychology and linguistics [52]. For example, the Nude
system, the first computationally implemented SN, is an
interlingua or a conceptual language that serves as the
medium for translation between two natural languages [71].
The Nude established fifty semantic primitives, representing
a small set of core concepts where all other concepts were
built upon. The KL-ONE (Knowledge Language One)
system further established the inheritance hierarchy among
the semantic primitives and their individual instances [72]. In
addition, SNePS (Semantic Network Processing System) [73]
and Conceptual Graphs [52, 74, 75] demonstrated that SN
can effectively represent a wide range of natural language
semantics, including propositions, if-then statements and

logic operators such as conjunction, disjunction, negation
and existential quantifiers.
The power of semantic network systems includes not
only effective knowledge representation, but also knowledge
inference procedures through relationship propagation [52,
67]. Agents that represent propositions can be linked through
implication relationship, expressing the cause and effect
between the agents [52]. For instance, Fig. 3 shows that a
propositional agent, [gene A is expressed], implies a
proposition, [the cell cycle is initiated], with a probability of
0.8. Semantic networks with implication relationships are
considered as causal networks, which can be learned from
observed data by applying Bayesian statistics [52, 76].
In dynamic semantic networks such as Petri nets [77],
PSN (procedural semantic networks) [78] and Visual
Knowledge [79], passive agents contain data while active
agents contain procedures to manipulate the passive (data)
nodes by creating/removing nodes or by modifying the
existing semantic relationships. Therefore, the semantic
networks can respond to new biological information by
either modifying the network structures or changing the
weights associated with the relationships as demonstrated by
neural nets [52].
One of the most ambitious semantic network applications
is the Cyc project, which aims to build a knowledge base
comprised of all human common sense [80]. Currently, the
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Cyc knowledge base contains 3.2 million assertions
involving 280,000 concepts constructed by domain experts
[81], and the knowledge is represented by the CycL language
implementing the fundamental semantic network features
[82]. The existing human knowledge in Cyc has been
utilized for automatic acquisition of additional knowledge by
natural language processing from unstructured texts,
scientific literature and the World Wide Web [81].

Fig. (3). Cause-effect relations in semantic networks.

3. RECENT
NETWORKS

APPLICATIONS

OF

SEMANTIC

Recently, several projects have attempted to organize and
integrate biological knowledge using SN-like systems,
although the formal methodology of semantic networks is
not always recognized by these approaches. One example is
biological ontologies, which have been actively researched
in several biomedical knowledge domains.
Biological Ontology
An ‘ontology’, as defined in philosophy and information
science, is a formal specification of a conceptualization [83].
In other words, ontologies represent the knowledge stored in
a semantic network system, and the implied knowledge
inherent within the ontologies can be retrieved by using
automatic reasoning methods enabled by SN [52, 67].
Therefore, the first step of representing biological knowledge
in SN is to establish an ontology specific to the domain of
interest.
The Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) consortium [84]
houses several well developed ontologies covering such
topics as mammalian phenotypes [85], cell types [86] and
mouse anatomy [87]. One of the most widely used
ontologies is Gene Ontology (GO), a ‘controlled vocabulary’
for terms that describe functions of genes [88]. Gene
Ontology organizes biological terms into three direct acyclic
graphs for ‘Cellular Component’, ‘Molecular Function’ and
‘Biological Process’ respectively, where each term is linked
to another through ‘IS_A’ or ‘PART_OF’ relationships. In
its current form, GO provides a convenient and standardized
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list of vocabularies for gene annotation in databases, but
suffers issues with circularity, inconsistence and incoherence
[89]. For instance, the lack of distinction between ‘types’ and
‘instances’ in GO has created inconsistent interpretation of
the relationships such that properties can not always be
inherited correctly from a parent to a child node [89]. In
addition, each of the three GO trees is entirely separated
from each other as no relationship is allowed between terms
of different trees. It has been argued that the focus of most
biological ontologies to date is on rapid incorporation of new
terms, but not on software implementation or correct logic
expression of the terms and relationships [89]. Several
efforts have been taken to transform biological ontologies
into more formalized knowledge representation methods. For
instance, in response to the lack of clearly defined and
consistent relationships in current biomedical ontologies,
Smith et al. [90] developed Relation Ontology, which
formally defines 10 fundamental relationships, considering
spatial and temporal aspects of biological phenomena, and
useful for improving interoperability of the different
ontologies. In addition, the Gene Ontology Next Generation
project (GONG) has attempted to assist the automatic
curation and delivery of Gene Ontology by translating GO
into DAML+OIL, a description logic-based language with
richer expression and reasoning capabilities [91].
The currently available biological ontologies have been
established by different research groups and stored in
individual databases, often complemented by ontology
developing and editing programs such as COBrA [92],
Protégé [93], Ontolingua Server [94] and Chimaera
Ontology Environment [95]. It is feasible to speculate that
the integration of the existing ontologies into a single
semantic network system would be very useful for efficient
queries in multiple biological knowledge domains. As
discussed above, SN enables both hierarchical and
assertional relationships between the concepts. Therefore
domain ontologies can be simultaneously represented and
interconnected with each other based on common concepts
in an upper-level ontology, implemented in a single semantic
network system. Such an approach has been taken by
Unified Medical Language System (UMLS).
Unified Medical Language System
The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)
represents the most comprehensive biological ontology
resource available to date that integrates more than 60
families of biomedical terminologies [96]. The controlled
vocabularies in UMLS include NCBI taxonomy for model
organisms, Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) for
biomedical literature, OMIM for genetic knowledge bases,
and Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED) as
well as many established terminologies for anatomical and
clinical domains. Notably, Gene Ontology has recently been
integrated into UMLS to further expand the coverage on
genomic concepts [97].
The Metathesaurus component of UMLS consolidated
over 2.5 millions of synonyms from different terminology
resources into 900,551 concepts, and the concepts are
categorized into 135 upper-level semantic types in the
UMLS semantic network [96]. Thus, the semantic network
environment provides a universal framework in which
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Fig. (4). The semantic types in the UMLS semantic network (release: 2005AB) were queried through the Knowledge Source Server (version
5.0). The left frame represents semantic types as words, connected by lines indicating {isa} relationship. The higher level semantic type is
shown on the left of a lower type in the hierarchical browser. For instance [Behavior] {isa} [Activity], and [Activity] {isa} [Event]. The right
frame shows the definition of the highlighted semantic type, [Molecular Function].

concepts from different biomedical domains are represented
and related through semantic types and relationships [98, 99].
The semantic types are classified into two major hierarchical
groups: [entities] and [events], while {is_a} and
{associated_with} represent the two basic semantic
relationships in UMLS [99]. Similar to other semantic
network conventions, {is_a} relationships are used to define
the inheritance hierarchy among semantic types, and
assertions are established through {associated_with}
relationships, which are further categorized into 54
lower-level relationships such as {part_of}, {location_of},
{affects} and {performs} [99]. The hierarchy for a subset of
UMLS semantic types is illustrated on Fig. 4.
Although the UMLS is not free of ontological problems
such as inconsistence [100, 101] and incorrect relationship
assignment [100], the integration of ontologies has been
proven useful for extracting functional information of
biological entities and mapping free-text to concepts from
literature with natural language processing [102, 103].
Similarly, Gene Ontology has been utilized for functional

annotation of proteins [104] and phenotypic associations of
genes [105, 106] through literature text-mining and ontology
mapping. With the increased awareness on issues related to
ontological design [107] and the construction of reference
ontologies such as the Foundational Model of Anatomy
(FMA) [108] for correlating and validating different
ontologies, we anticipate ontological development will be
improved and continue to play an important role in
integrating biological data.
Semantic Web
In addition to biological data integration and knowledge
representation, the importance of semantic networks has
recently been recognized for the World Wide Web [50, 51,
109, 110]. The ‘Semantic Web’ is proposed as a new
technology to represent meanings in a web page and to
enable communication of the meanings between web pages
and services [50].
The web in its current form represents information as
structured-texts in HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) or
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in XML (Extensible Markup Language) with additional
‘tags’ for grouping information in a document. Both these
formats store information in the form of natural languages,
that are enabled to connect web pages through hyperlinks
attached on certain key words. Such representation is
sufficient to display information to humans, but limited for
knowledge
integration
from
multiple
sources
computationally [110].
Therefore, the RDF (Resource Description Framework)
has recently been developed as an alternative language for
the Semantic Web [50, 110]. The RDF represents
information in sets of the triples, each of which contains a
subject, a property and an object. Thus, a triple is a linear
representation of an ‘agent-relationship-agent’ graph in a
semantic network. The difference in RDF is that each of the
subject, property and object can be represented by a URI
(Universal Resource Identifier). The use of URI not only
links web pages or resources in a meaningful way (as the
way they are related in RDF), but also allows the definitions
of concepts and relationships to be precisely described and
shared on the web [50].
The advantage of the Semantic Web is that the
information is now machine-readable and can be exchanged
among web pages that rely on a common specification of
concepts and relationships (i.e. ontologies). Thus, software
agents can automatically collect relevant information from
multiple web pages in response to a particular task (such as
the question “Does [protein A] in [organism A] have a
[homologue] in [organism B]”) and pass the collected
information to proper web services for further analyses.
Recently, the Semantic Web technology has been applied
to bioinformatics by myGrid [111] and BioMOBY [112-114]
to establish seamless and interoperable communication
between bioinformatics service providers (e.g. genome
sequence centers) and service consumers (e.g. individual labs
or biologists). The communication is achieved through
domain ontologies that not only standardize the biological
concepts in service providers, but also allow semantic
description of their service types. Thus, software agents can
automatically discovery which service providers best satisfy
the need of service consumers. Currently, the domain
ontologies and service descriptions are written in RDF-based
semantic languages such as OWL (Web Ontology Language),
derived from DAML+OIL [115]. OWL represents
information in a machine-friendly format and enables
automatic reasoning through applications, such as Racer
[116], Pellet [117] and KAON2 [118], that check
consistency, completeness and redundancy in ontologies.
Using OWL, BioMOBY successfully integrated several
on-line plant genome databases and analytical services in
PlaNet, and provided a common user interface and web
display for data access [114]. New services can be easily
incorporated with the existing partners through the
BioMOBY registry system without further coordination or
reprogramming [114].
An essential advantage of the OWL is that it reinforces
the expression of ontologies in terms of description logics,
enabling efficient data communication among databases and
analysis programs. For example, BioPAX [119] has recently
utilized the OWL format in order to establish an ontology of
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biological pathway data and, on one hand, to enable
exchange of pathway models between such databases as
BioCyc [120] and Reactome [47] and, on another hand, to
utilize inference engines for automatic check of models
consistency. In addition, pathway data organized according
to the BioPAX format can be easily browsed and edited
using standard ontology editors such as Protégé [93].
Other contemporary Semantic Web applications to
Bioinformatics include FungalWeb [121], YeastHub [122]
and BioDASH [123]. Projects such as FungalWeb and
YeastHub represent genomic and proteomic data using
Semantic Web languages including OWL-DL and RDF; the
data are stored in RDF-compatible database systems (Sesame
[124], Kowari [125], Triplestore [126]), queried by the
corresponding database query languages, and analyzed
through reasoners such as Racer [116]. By contrast,
BioDASH [123] uses Semantic Web technologies to
integrate biochemical data on biological entities such as gene,
proteins and compounds with drug development processes
involving target identification, validation, drug testing and
clinical trials. The BioDASH approach has been
demonstrated on a drug target, Glycogen Synthase Kinase 3
beta, known to associate with diseases such as diabetes type
2 and Alzheimer's.
The wide variety of software that support different stages
of ontology development including creating, populating,
deploying, validating, evolving and maintaining have been
reviewed by Pollock, J. T. and Hodgson, R. [53]. In addition,
multi-agent systems have been applied for information
gathering in bioinformatics; for instance, BioMAS
automatically annotate genomic sequences from multiple
bioinformatics sources by using software agents for
information retrieval, integration, analysis and display [64].
All such semantic approaches aim to achieve ‘semantic
interoperability’, a dynamic computational capability to
integrate and communicate both the explicit and implicit
meanings of digital content without human intervention [53].
Application
Modeling

Development and Advanced

Biological

The power of semantic networks has recently been
demonstrated in the fields of software development and
modeling complex intracellular systems. For instance, the
Visual Knowledge (VK) platform [79] utilizes the SN in
combination with other contemporary computer-science
approaches including the set theory, frame system,
object-oriented modeling and multi-agent system to
successfully create a declarative application development
and executable semantic environment. Previous VK
applications include corporate enterprise systems, flight
scheduling and hardware maintenance, integrated currency
exchange boards and various business applications [79].
Currently in the 5th generation of knowledge computing, VK
operates by using several fundamental classes of semantic
agents such as physical things, events, transformations and
operations, some of which are presented in Fig. 5.
Within the VK environment, each semantic class contains
its own computer-codes and a unique set of constraints that
define the intrinsic behaviors of all its instances. Therefore,
each semantic agent is implemented as a reusable and active
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Fig. (5). The basic classes of semantic agents in Visual Knowledge. Semantic agents in the Visual Knowledge environment are classified
according to their common properties and functions [79]. A semantic agent of the class ‘physical thing’ models a physical object that has a
shape and occupies space. An agent of the class ‘event’ represents a phenomenon or a change that occurs on a physical object over a period
of time. To enable application development such as a website, the VK contains application-specific agents including transformations,
operations, and reports. A transformation agent creates other agents and modifies their relationships. An operation agent searches and
collects other agents with certain properties, and a report agent displays the results in an application.

software agent with instructions to respond automatically
when it is connected to other agents.
The overall infrastructure of the VK environment is
consisted of three interdependent layers. In the bottom layer,
data are organized in a form of a semantic database, and the
basic interactions with the database are established through
C++ and Smalltalk programs. To maximize the speed of data
transformation among disk, memory and developer interface,
the native format of data in the semantic database closely
resemble their final form in a client program.
The middle layer of the VK represents a declarative
application development interface that enables developers to
conveniently create any semantic networks and computer
applications without computer-code writing, but by simply
dragging and dropping agents in-and-out of their
relationships [79].
The top layer contains web-based applications that allow
end-users to interact (create, query, edit, analyze, simulate)
with the semantic models and data through a web
user-interface, without the need for training in the VK-based
knowledge representation language. In addition, Visual
Knowledge provides automatic import tools that integrate
data of different formats (plain-text, table, XML, RDF and
OWL) into the semantic database. For instance, any ontology
or data expressed in the OWL format can be parsed into the
VK environment through creation and mapping of semantic
agents and relationships.
One distinctive feature of the Visual Knowledge is
unification of three essential semantic technology
components: ‘data’, ‘query language’ and ‘inference/
reasoning engine’. The majority of the contemporary data
integration
approaches
separate
(physically
and
concept-ually) these three components and implement each
of them not only by different languages, but often by
different software systems. For example, the data might be
stored in the format of RDF and queried by SeRQL in
Sesame, while the reasoning is done in an external program
such as Racer that utilizes the data as inputs.

Such separation between data and the query languages
can lead to the loss of important information, as queries
themselves may contain the essential user-defined
knowledge. Importantly, such separation between data and
inference engine slows down the I/O flow.
Within the VK environment, data, query and inference
engine are all implemented as software agents stored in a
single, unified semantic database. This architecture allows
very comprehensive capture of all domains of knowledge
introduced by ontology builders, application developers and
end-users. Such organization enables complex queries and
reasoning with the data at runtime. Importantly, because the
VK queries are composed of semantic agents and
relationships, the queries can form ‘derived’ relationships
that not only are reused in applications but also become part
of the domain knowledge.
To address the current challenges in modeling biological
systems, a specialized, biology-oriented VK-application
package called BioCAD [127] has been developed by Visual
Knowledge, Inc. and previously delegated to a
bioinformatics company Upstream Biosciences, Inc. in
collaboration with our group. The BioCAD environment
utilizes the semantic network methodology to integrate the
gene expression, protein expression and protein interactions
data, and currently contains 30 millions agents and hundreds
of millions of relationships (occupying about 1.7 GB of hard
drive storage in a personal computer) representing biological
entities such as genes, proteins and cells defined from
various bioinformatics resources. Fig. 6 shows the graphical
interface of a BioCAD client program, which enables
creation and manipulation of biological agents stored at a
central server.
The BioCAD currently contains over 80,000 prototypical
gene or protein agents from Homo sapiens, Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, Drosophila melanogaster, Mus musculus, Rattus
norvegicus and others [127]. Within the BioCAD
environment, a gene or a protein agent is connected to
different annotation objects derived from the GenBank [4],
RefSeq [128], and Gene Ontology [88] (an example of the
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Fig. (6). BioCAD - integrative environment for biological data. A BioCAD client program allows users to create and manipulate a variety of
biological agents including genes, proteins, chromosomes, cells, cell systems and organisms. In addition, BioCAD enables pathway
modeling and experimental data management by semantic networks. The screenshot was obtained from the BioCAD program with
permission from Visual Knowledge, Inc.

BioCAD annotation for the PIK3R1 protein agent is featured
on Fig. 7).
The experimental data on gene expression, protein
expression or protein interactions obtained from other
resources, as tables, XML records, RDF or OWL files, can
be readily imported into the BioCAD database and converted
into semantic agents and relationships. For instance,
protein-protein interactions determined from the yeast
two-hybrid experiments are represented in the BioCAD as
‘event’ agents connected to the protein prototypes.
In addition, we have assigned the protein agents
implemented in the BioCAD to protein domains defined by
the Pfam [129], Prosite [130] and InterPro [131]
classifications and converted each domain into an individual
SN agent. To enable the prediction of protein-protein
interactions, the InterDom domain information [132] has
also been imported into the BioCAD and the corresponding
domain-domain interactions have been translated into the
event agents.
Hundreds of conventional pathways maps on metabolism
and signal transduction have also been integrated into the
BioCAD in a form of semantic agents and relationships and
can be readily queried by users. The BioCAD graphing
capabilities allow visualizations of protein interaction

networks enhanced with numerous layers of additional
information – an example of a reconstruction of protein
interaction networks can be found on Fig. 8.
Visual Knowledge has successfully demonstrated the
application of semantic technologies in application
development and biological modeling in the BioCAD.
However, there are several challenges that are faced by the
VK technology. Visual Knowledge is a multi-user
distributed application development environment where
changes made by different developers in individual VK
databases are packaged and exchanged through a federated
change management system. However, certain issues arise
when agents within a package from one developer overlap
with the existing agents in the database of another developer.
An advanced VK visualization tool is clearly required to
represent the overlapping agents between a package and a
database, and identify the potential impact of importing the
package.
At the same time, an automatic ontology mapping tool
needs to be created to efficiently integrate the various
ontologies stored in the VK. The ontology mapping still
represents a challenging open question for the Semantic Web
community [133]. Despite the fact, that several standardized
ontologies are currently available, it is inevitable that users
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Fig. (7). Protein annotations in BioCAD. The protein detail page for PIK3R1 shows the annotation integrated from various resources such as
Genbank and Gene Ontology. Each piece of information such as a gene name, a description or an accession number is represented by a
semantic agent in the database. The page is generated by collecting and displaying the relevant semantic agents through dynamic operations.
This screenshot was created from the BioCAD program with permission from Visual Knowledge, Inc.

will create personalized versions of ontologies to reflect their
particular interests. Thus, the ontology mapping tool that can
automatically connect similar concepts and relationships
from different ontologies will greatly assist human-curated
integration efforts.
A Case Study - Modeling And Simulating Molecular
Interactions in Macrophages
The existing biological agents and resources in BioCAD
provide an excellent environment for modeling and
simulating the mechanistic details of intracellular
interactions. Using the BioCAD environment, we have
developed and implemented a semantic network capable of
representing and simulating complex molecular mechanisms

such as PI3K regulation of cell signaling in human
macrophages.
Macrophages, which are essential components of human
immune system, engulf and digest pathogens by
phagocytosis and phagosome maturation – two of many
other cellular processes that are regulated by the
phosphoinositide 3-kinases (PI3Ks) [134-137]. Previous
experimental studies demonstrated that Mycobacterium
tuberculosis (MTB) can interfere with the PI3K signaling
pathways in order to survive within macrophages [138, 139].
Based on the diverse roles of PI3Ks, we hypothesized that
MTB’s interference with the PI3K signaling could impact
numerous other macrophage processes, exceeding those that
are currently studied.
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Fig. (8). Visualization of protein interaction networks in BioCAD. The auto-graphic tool in BioCAD visualizes the underlying protein
interaction data in a two-dimensional graph, where a node represents a protein agent and a line depicts a physical interaction event,
connecting two proteins. This picture shows proteins that directly interact with a NFE2L2 protein (grey node), and proteins that are one
interaction away from NFE2L2. Clicking any node displays details about the protein in the right panel. This screenshot was created from the
BioCAD's graphic tool with permission from Visual Knowledge, Inc.

We applied the semantic network approach to reconstruct
the detailed picture of the PI3K signaling in human
macrophages and used the resulting SN-model to predict
additional cellular responses caused by the MTB interference
[140, 141]. Thus, we constructed the SN of human
macrophages where cellular components have been modeled
by SN agents of the [physical thing] class, divided into six
prototypes:
[Cell],
[Intracellular
Compartment],
[Macro-molecule], [Domain and Site], [Small Molecule and
Molecular Fragment], and [Atom]. Fig. 9 illustrates that the
spatial organization of the different types of structures is
established through the {composition} relationships, linking
the semantic agents.
To represent molecular interactions inside the
macrophage, we created six event prototypes: [localization],
[translocation], [non-covalent interaction], [covalent
interaction], [allosteric regulation] and [cellular response]. A
biological example for each type of events is given in Table
1.

The mechanistic details and the cause-effect relationships
in signal transduction are explicitly modeled through the
above semantic events, each of which is composed of
multiple semantic agents and relationships. For instance, a
non-covalent event consists of two binding events, each
connected to the corresponding binding domain,
conformational states and binding states. Fig. 10 illustrates
an example of a non-covalent interaction, representing the
binding between proteins Ras and PI3K-p110, leading to a
potential activation on the kinase domain.
An essential feature of signal transduction is the
conformational and functional changes of proteins as a result
of non-covalent binding with other molecules or chemical
modification; however, such cause-effect information is
poorly reflected by most interaction databases and pathway
maps. In the semantic network, we represented this
information by the [allosteric regulation] event agents,
modeling proteins as logical, integrating and adaptive
devices, where the functional responses of protein domains
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Fig. (9). Spatial organization of intracellular structures in the semantic network. Biological structures are modeled by semantic agents
(visualized as icons), which are related to their components by the composition relationships (shown as solid arrows). A human macrophage
has been modeled as a semantic agent of the [Cell] prototype, and it is composed of various [Intracellular Compartment] agents, including
plasma membrane, cytosol, and nucleus. Each compartment such as cytosol has been linked to [Macromolecule] and [Small Molecule and
Molecular Fragment] agents including proteins, ATP and GTP. A macromolecule such as a protein is further composed of [Domain and Site]
agents. For simplicity, only one direction of the paired relationships is shown. We used dotted arrows to indicate that there are additional
agents and relationships between two agents.

are determined by a set of conditions from other domains
(Fig. 11). The semantic models of the other interaction types
are described in detail in [141].
Table 1.

Six Major Event Prototypes Represent Interactions
Among Biological Structures in the Semantic
Network

Semantic Agent - Event

Biological Examples

Localization

A protein is located in the cytosol

Translocation

A protein moves from cytosol to plasma
membrane.

Non-covalent Interaction

A ligand binds to a receptor.

Covalent Interaction

An enzyme catalyzes a chemical reaction
where substrates are converted to
products.

Allosteric Regulation

A ligand binding on site A of a protein
causes a conformational change on site B
of the protein.

Cellular Response

A qualitative cellular behavior such as cell
survival, cell death, phagosome formation,
and an increase of intracellular glucose
level.

The first column contains the six prototypes, and the second column contains
biological examples of the corresponding prototypes.

Thus, the BioCAD SN-framework allowed us to translate
information on PI3K signaling in literature and pathway

database into semantic agents and relationships. As a result,
we collected and placed into the SN-context the
bioinformatics data from major public databases and 27
PI3K-specialized research articles, covering 59 prototypical
proteins and involving 46 non-covalent interactions, 17
covalent interactions, 27 allosteric regulations and 8 cellular
responses. Fig. 12 illustrates one of the interaction maps that
summarize the different MTB interference scenarios in
macrophages.
To further analyze the dynamic behaviors of molecular
interactions in macrophages, a semantic network
cell-simulator has been developed by using the active agents
such as transformations and operations in the BioCAD
system. Molecules in a SN-simulation interact with each
other according to their current conformational states and
locations, and any successful interaction is recorded by an
event agent connecting the participating entities including
‘molecule’, ‘domain’, ‘location’ and ‘time’ agents. Therefore,
the SN-simulator provides a traceable ‘history’ of all the
events that happened to every molecule and allows a detailed
analysis of simulated molecular interactions [140, 141]. To
illustrate this point, Fig. 13 features an example of one
macrophage simulation run, involving two instances of
IGHG3, FCGR1A, LYN and GAB2 molecules, each of
which behaves according to its prototype in the semantic
network. As can be seen on the figure, at a certain time
frame (‘time 6’), the SN-simulation identified the occurrence
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Fig. (10). A non-covalent interaction event models the binding of two molecules. This example features the interaction between proteins Ras
and PI3K. The event links the binding domains and their corresponding states.

of 4 non-covalent interactions, 1 covalent interaction, 4
allosteric regulation and 11 translocation events.
Similarly, by running the simulation on the SN-model for
human macrophages we were able to traverse along
signaling events starting from the MTB surface molecules
through the macrophage cell receptors into the downstream
interactions and leading to induced cellular responses. Such
pathway reconstruction within the SN environment enabled
us to simulate four known macrophage responses and
identify responses such as increased macrophage cell
survival and intracellular glucose uptake that have not yet
been appreciated in the literature (Table 2).
The above application of the SN methodology to
macrophage pathways has demonstrated that heterogeneous
data for different biological entities such as small molecules,
proteins, protein domains, intracellular compartments and
cells can be successfully integrated by the use of semantic
agents and relationships. Furthermore, the semantic
integration enabled effective utilization of different analysis
tools such as pathway walk and simulation, which generated

testable hypotheses on the relationship between local
perturbations (e.g. protein activation) and system responses
(e.g. cellular behavior). Such insights on macrophage
interactions, which can lead to new experiments, are often
difficult to acquire from conventional integration approaches
based on interaction tables and pathway diagrams.
We anticipate further semantic integration of other
available data from pathway databases, such as BioCyc [120]
and Reactome [47], will increase the size of the current
macrophage interaction network and enhance our prediction
on cellular responses. Future development of the SN
methodology will enable simulating much larger numbers of
interacting molecules in space- and time-dependent manner,
leveraging on several public data sources for gene expression,
protein activation profiles, subcellular localization and
cause-effect interactions. In addition, a web-based
collaborative pathway modeling environment, SNEC
(Semantic NEtworks for Cell-modeling), which utilizes the
VK semantic technologies for integrating and analyzing
intracellular systems, will soon be available to the public.
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4. CONCLUSION
The rapid advance on genomic and proteomic
experimental techniques and computational prediction
methods has created a massive amount of biological data that
are currently distributed in databases with different formats.
The challenge of modern bioinformatics is to integrate
heterogeneous data by utilizing formal knowledge
representation techniques and establishing communication
among various bioinformatics services.
The methodology of semantic networks allows active
representation of any domain knowledge by abstract
concepts and relationships. While the expressive power of
semantic networks enables representation of inheritance
hierarchies and assertions among different biological
concepts, SN operations facilitate fast information retrieval,
dynamic manipulation of network structures, and automatic
knowledge inference and reasoning.

Fig. (11). Allosteric regulation event of the semantic model. An
allosteric regulation event agent is composed of condition and
response events. Each condition event considers a domain and its
conditional state (binding or phosphorylation state). After the
conditions are met, one or more response events would change the
conformational states on other domains. The illustrated allosteric
regulation indicates that the binding of GEF domain on Ras protein
will 1) inhibit the function of GDP domain and 2) activate the
function of GTP domain in Ras.

Semantic network systems have already shown their
broad applicability in various fields of computer sciences
including artificial intelligence, object-oriented programming,
and database technologies. Recent applications have further
demonstrated the significance of SN methodology in the
construction of biological ontologies, integration of
biomedical
knowledge,
communication
among
bioinformatics web services, application development and
intracellular simulation. We anticipate further broader use of
semantic networks in the field of bioinformatics as an
efficient and general language for data integration,
knowledge representation and computational prediction.
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Fig. (13). A SN-based simulator. An instance of a human macrophage cell is composed of four compartments; extracellular space, plasma
membrane, cytosol and nucleus. There are three operations for each compartment, and they are activated by the three action buttons
respectively: ‘Non-covalent int.’, ‘Covalent int.’ and ‘Translocation.’ An operation such as ‘Non-covalent int.’ searches for a pair of
molecules that have the ability to interact in the same location and creates an event agent accordingly. A translocation event moves a
molecule to an adjacent compartment. The combo boxes located at the top is used to increment the time. Before the simulation run (the
screenshot at left), there was no event occurred as shown in the reports at the bottom of the screen. The screenshot at right shows the
simulation outcomes at time 6. The molecules have changed their original locations, and many events have accumulated. There were 11
translocation events, 4 allosteric regulation events, 4 non-covalent interactions events, and 1 covalent interaction events. In particular, the
allosteric events switched the corresponding proteins to the active conformation that enabled different interactions in the following time steps.
As a result, a GAB2 protein has been phosphorylated into GAB2-p by an activated LYN kinase. The phosphorylation event occurred at the
plasma membrane, and GAB2-p moved from plasma membrane to cytosol through a subsequent translocation event.
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